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2 (2017) Hollywood Dubbed Telugu Movie 4K Ultra Blu-ray+DVD+Digital HD Special Edition Released August 12, 2017 in
the USA. Directed by: Jamie Shawn Screenwriter: Jake Ullner Producers: Andrew Beach, Luke Freeman Cinematographer:
Sarunas Latusius Costume Designer: Shayulas Lakshmi Composer: Neil Papalotas Editing: Carl Dupont Cast: Santi Rama,
Madhuri Devi, Dilip Desai, Saito Tamba, Aivanathai Ananda, Saye Tailang, Bihasan McKenzie, Yogendra, Gopi Sakunsa,
Anupama Bharti, Ruth Ninth, Bhagwati Plot Ten-year-old Chesnut is experiencing global climate change.His mother in Cape
Town develops allergy symptoms. He is forced to return home and prepare for the entrance exams. The college is located in an
area called Kamapura. The girls in the class want him to play dead to seduce him. But this proves impossible when Chesnut
manages to survive and kill all the girls. The role of Chesnut was played by Dilipi Desailly, and the role of mother was played by
Madhu Chamba. Alex Sewell is a literature teacher at one of the largest schools in Cape Town. He is satisfied with his job,
however, the family is very sad - his wife Irian, in the process of his divorce from Jane Wilkins, drops out of school and goes to
live with her stepfather. Alex feels lonely as he is facing serious problems in his teaching job, it seems to him that his teaching
system is in crisis. One day, one of the students comes to Alex, complaining about his hard life, the son of a widow, who is
actually the son of Trepang. The widow wounds Trepang with a knife, and when she comes to Alexis to get help, the girl, to his
great surprise, turns out to be his own son. Trepans goes berserk and kills himself in an attempt to stop the killing, but eventually
dies himself. This incident shocks the teacher when students ask him after class how
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